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Welfare Mothers Sit-In
Seven welfare mothers and CIVIL RIGHTS AND PUBLIC
their supporters were arrested WELFARE IN TENNESSEE,"
Monday after staging a sit-in
The Department of Pubat the New State Office Build- lic Welfare will not, because
ing. The purpose of the pro- of race, color, or national oritest was to get from the wel- gin:
fare board action on demands 1. Deny
an individual any
made by the mothers.
service, financial aid, opporTwo weeks ago the ladies tunity, or other benefit for
presented a list of grievances which he is otherwise qualified:
to the Welfare Department. 2. Provide
individual
any
The list of grievances includ- with a service, financial aid, or
ed.
other benefit which is different
1.
Winter clothing for their or is provided in a different
manner from that which is prochildren,
vided
to others under the pro2. additional
money each
gram;
month,
3.
Employment with out de- 3. Subject any individual to
duction for their monthly wel- segregation or separate treatfare check,
ment in any matter related to
Mothers Arrested — Seven mothers and an elderly blind
4.
Fair treatment of their his receipt of service, financial
man, all welfare recipients, were arrested late Monday afchildren in school. It was re- aid, or other benefit;
ter staging a sit-in in the basement of the new State Ofported by leaders of the pro- 4. Restrick an individual
fice Betiding. The demonstrators, all charged with disorderin
test, "many children attend- any way in the enjoyment
ly conduct, were protesting for increased benefits and fair
of
ing
schools,
do not receive free services, facilities, or
treatment of their children in schools. (Staff Photo)
any
lunch benefits. Other children other advantage,
privilege, or
who have to work miss class- benefit provided to
others unes."
der the program;
A dozen or more police were
present during the protest. At 5. Treat an individual differ7:30 the welfare mothers and ently from others in determintheir supporters were arrested ing whether he satisfies any
for disturbing the peace. Fines eligibility requi rement or
other condition which a perwere set at $26.00.
The Tennessee Department son must meet in order to receive aid, care, service, or
The United Farm Workers blacks, white and Mexican- of Public Welfare is compelled any other
welfare benefit;
Organizing Committee, which;American farm laborers who to6.
deny
or
Give
1.
old
offer any person
age
assistance,
participated in the Poor Peo- are seeking to
have their 2. Aid to the blind,
an opportunity different form
ple's Campaign last summer,: union recognized.
that offered other in an pro3. Aid to the Disabled
is asking the Negroes of Memphis to support them by not The strike began in Septem- 4. Aid to Families with de- gram and
7. Adopt methods of adminisbuying C I f rn
grapes ber 1965 when the union sought pendent children.
by Cali fornla 5. Medical assistance of the tration which would limit parthat are being put on sale in recognition
ticipation by any group of
Memphis supermarkets at low grape growers, who refused aged.
to hold election although the 6. Child Welfare Services, recipients or subject to discribargain prices.
mination.
union represented a majority 7. Services for the blind,
' The UFWOC 'is led by Cae8. provide food stamp proBefore the arrest E. E. Forssar C h avez and includes
(See Page 2)
gram, and
ter, building manager asked
9. Create special Rehabilita- the
p r o testers
to
leave.
tion Projects.
When they refused they were
It states in the pamphlet arrested.

C

Group Seeks Boycott
Of California Grapes

CO-ETTES AND GUESTS
— Mrs. Christina Ajayi,
seated center with turban,
is helping members of the
Memphis chapter of CoEttes, Inc., with their plans
for "Bal Africain" to be

staged on Monday night,
Dec. 23, in the Skyway
of the Sheraton-Peabody
Hotel for the benefit of the
United Negro College Fund.
Seated on floor, from left,
are Brenda Batts, Beverly

Teachers Send
Protest Letter
To Board

Wendolyn
Steinberg and
Cores. On second roe,
same order, are Charlotte
Bynum, Karen Chandler,
Ethel
Sengstacke,
Mrs.
Ajayi, Teresa Shackleford,
Barbara Westbrooks and

Deborah Northcross. Standing, from left, are Miss
Erma Lee L a w s, sponsor; Misses Shirley Peace,
Linda Hargraves and CarThompson,
advisors;
ol
and Gwendolyn Williamson.
president of the chapter.
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Campus Custodian Dies

Kevin Milam Accepts After
A Scholarship To UT

Attack On Sunday

Woman Slain For Not
repanng Breakfast

Tazell Brooks of 415-1 South Brooks' interest in the college
Danny Thomas Blvd.. chief entended beyond an compensacustodian at LeMoyne-Owen tion he received. He was high_allete for 40 years, died ly regarded by all on the
suddenly Sunday afternoon. campus."
The Catholic High School from a total of 41 top colleges He
attack
s u ffered
an
A 38-year-old woman was ended in the shooting.
"grid whiz" Kevin Milam has, and
u n i versities
including around 4:45 p.m. on Missis- He was cited by the col- shot to death in the Klondike
Young Stone said that Minor
accepted a grant-in-aid to the Harvard,
Duke, P urdue, sippi blvd. near South Danny lege's alumni association two Community last Sunday mornSome Negro teachers in the ed manner. Are the problems,
University of Tennessee. He Georgia Tech and Vanderbilt. Thomas while enroute to a years ago and was presented ing, two shots fired at her always started Sunday mornCity School System In reply to teachers in
ing off with an argument about
Negro schools! had been named "Player of
a plaque. Many on campus son,
and an attempt made to anything he could find to
Tennessee Vols head coach)sundry and was dead before
the recent brochure entitled: really as different from those
spat
"vice
presias
to
referred
him
the Week- and "Back of the Doug
ambrlance
arrived
the
an
on
kill her daughter when the about, and that he and
D i c kie
said, "The
"Dialouge of Dignity" sent the encountered by Negro teachers
his
dent."
Week'.'
scene.
was
70.
about
He
victim's
common-law
grant-in-aid
husband
awarded
by the
following letter to Memphis in white schools as your pamsister thought it would be just
A member of the All-Memphis
Brooks
survived
Mr.
is
Brooks
by
went
Mr.
first
When
grabbed a pistol and went on lik earlier Sundays until
University of Tennessee is conCity Schools superintendent. phlet implies? We have enthey
football team for four years
an invalid wife, Mrs. Mary to work for the college he was a shooting spree about 9 a.m. heard
E. C. Stimbert:
their
closed a copy of the directive and Alt-State team this year trolled by the Southeastern
mother
start
daughter,
Jeancustodian
and
Brooks,
the
a
campus
on
The
victim
was
Mrs.
Clauscreaming.
Recently, our principals dis- with portions we feel par- in addition to Ail-Mid-South i Conference and the N.C.A.A.! nette.
and all classroom activity was dine Manns of 751 Alma st.
tributed d i rectives bearing ticularly derogatory to Negro Team his junior and senior. Kevin will receive a four-year' Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi- conducted in one building, old
The victim's children told
She was shot to death by
the court that Minor fired one
your signature entitled "Dialo- teachers - and students - un- years. Milam received offers,
(See Page 2)
Hall.
college,
Steele
of
the
dent
said
"Mr.;
George
Minor,
who
39,
said
shot at Mrs. Manns, which
gue of Dignity": We can ap- derlined.
the argument started when
hit her in the left chest, and
preciate your concern that It is necessary to impress
Mrs. Manias refused to prethat she fell to the floor as
teachers of students of the upon white teachers that Nepare his breakfast.
her daughter attempted to
opposite race may encounter gro tudents can le am? Is it
Facing Minor in City Court
catch her.
some difficulties and we can the concensus of opinion in
before Judge Bernie Weinman,
appreciate your attempt to the white society that Negroes
Miss Claudette Manns, 18, When they screamed that
affset some of these problems. are uneducable? Can it be norand Charles Edward Stone, 21, he had killed their mother,
Since your concern is due to mally assumed that Negro
daughter and son of the vic- they said he fired two shots
the fact that intefration is children pratice total abstintim described events which at the son and missed, and
while the girl bent over her
rapidly entering our school ence from vulgarity?
mother's body, he tried resystem, we wonder, Mr. Stim- Why must only Negro teachpeatedly to shoot her, snapping
bert, why the "helpful hints ers be urged to demonstrate
the trigger, but the gun would
in your directive are so o b- a through knowledge of subnot fire.
viously worded in a segregat- ject matter? Are you implying
that we are inferior intellecMinor stated that Mrs. Mantis
had come toward him with a
kitchen knife telling him that
she knew that he had a pistol hidden in the head of the
bed somewhere, and just before she attempted to grab
Atty. Ira H. Murphy, Who it, he seized it and shot her
will represent District Six in in self-defense.
the Tennessee State LegislaHe said that he had not inture for the next two years, tended to kill Mrs. Manns, and
was among the 200 elected that he regretted it so much
persons who gathered in At- that he went to where her
A 2:3-year-old woman, waitlanta last week for the first body lay and held her hand
ing for a bus at Florida and
Southwide Conference of Black briefly before police arrived
Belz last Friday night about
Elected Officials.
7 p.m., was forced at knifeand placed him under arrest.
attenedd
Some 250 persons
The four-day meeting was He had been drinking before
point to walk to a truck parked
meeting in the Tree
mass
the
sponsored by the Voter Edu- the shooting.
in a nearby field and raped
of Life Baptist Church which
Project of the Southern
cation
by a 16-year-old boy.
The pistol which Minor had
was called by State RepreRegional Council, of which
The youth was in Juvenile
attempted to fire at the daughI.
James
sentative-elect
Vernon E. Jordan is director.
Court on Monday, and Judge
ter was found by police to
last week, and it was
Speaking at the opening
Kenneth Turner will decide Taylor
have live rounds in it when he
for
held
meeting
such
first
the
meeting on Wednesday, Dec.
whether he is to be handled
surrendered it to officers at
persons living in District Five.
11, was Georiga State Represas an adult and his case tried
the scene.
the
presented
Taylor
Mr.
entative Julian Bond.
in Criminal Court.
more than 20
Judge Weinman ordered MinThe final speech was given
The victim told police that audience wth
he
legislation
which
by Mrs. Shirley Chisholm, first or held without bond.
she had been shopping in the pieces of
Nashville,
Negro woman elected to the
Southgate S h opping Center hopes to propose in
Minor
was employed
by
questions from
U. S. House of Representa- Farm Industries, a poultry
and was standing at the bus and received
tives and a Democrat from plant.
stop when the youth came up, the group.
advisory
His legi sLative
New York.
put a knife in her side, told
Other speakers were Attorher not to scream or move, committee is composed of
ney General Ramsey Clark, SPACE AGE SHIP
and walk into the field where seven people from the city
Ralph McGill, columnist and CLYDEBANK
some construction work was at large and eight from DisScotland
trict Five, along with a public BISHOP P ATTER SON
gratnladons to him is Col.
Sunday afternoon in honor
tor of Holy Temple Church publisher of the Atlanta "Con- (UPI)—Signals from space will
being done.
HONORED — The MinisGeorge W. Lee, second
of God in Christ; the Rev. stitution:" and Sheriff Lucius help the new cruise ship Queen
of their pastor, Bishop J.
She said that the boy forced relations committee.
from right, a vice presi0. C. Collins. pastor of D. Amerson of Macon County, Elizabeth 2 navigate at sea.
0. Patterson, Sr., who was
her to enter a truck parked at A request for more meetings ter's Alliance, Deacon and
Progressive Baptist Church Ala., which includes Tuske- Electronic messages from a
dent of Atlanta Life Insurrecently elected presiding
that location and then crimi- of the type was requested. Trustee Boards of Penteevening costal Temple Church V
Presiding for the
ance Company. Others
bishop *1 the Church of
and the Rev John Charles gee, and Louis Martin of the satellite will be fed into the
nally assaulted her.
God in Christ, Inc., and
seen from left are Elder
Mickle, pastor of Second Democratic National Commit- vessel's computer to give the
The suspect was arrested in were Rev. I. H. Bowser, God in Christ gave a proGilbert W. Patterson, passeen here extending con
Congregational Chore h. tee, who will return to the De- ship's correct position within
his home at 12:15 a.m., Satur- pastor of Tree of Life, and gram and reception last
(Withers Photo)
Rev .L. H. Aldridge.
fender Publications as editor. 200 yards.
day.

(see Page 2)
Youth, 16, Rapes
Woman Leaving local Lawyer
Shopping Center Attends Confab
eid For Blacks

250 Constitutents
Attend Mass Meet
For District Five

"BAL-AFRICAIN"

Sheraton-Peabody ..... Co-Ettes ..... December 23 .....
5,

9
6
8
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UNCF Drive Leader
May Report 15,000

Group
(Continued Iron Page 1)
Of the farm workers.
The workers could

DAISY1

not take

Volunteers working in the The campaign will continue
annual Memphis campaign for through this month. The goal
tion because farm workers are
is $25,000.
the United Negro College
specifically excluded from the
At last week's report meetFund reported $3,563.75 last
previsions of the National Laing, the
annual
gift
of
week. pushing the total to date' E2,250 from J. Strickland &
bor Relations Act of 1995.
Co. (royal Crown preparations)
to $10,016.81.
Grape growers have importGeneral Chairman W. C. gave the drive a big boost.
General workers accounted
ed scab workers from Mexico (Bill) Weathers said he exfor $502, including $335 from
pected financial reports this
to pick the grapes.
businesses, $100 solicited by
week to raise the total close
Howard Sims, $33 reported
The boycott of grapes has to $15,000.
by Miss Naomi Gordon, and
been very effective in such
$34 turned in
by
General
cities as New York, Boston,
Cbairm an Weathers.
The City School Teachers
Detroit and Chicago, and in
Division, headed by Gethge
desperation the growers are
Cox, principal of Walker,.Avenow routing grapes to smaller
nue Elementary Schoor reported $811.75, bringing the dicities such as Memphis, where
vision's total
to date
to
almost twice as many grapes
$2,042.40.
as last year are appearing at
Reporting
advantage of the right of elec-

Now Showial
feel It until
you can't feel anything at all

Mt. Pisgah High
Alumni Planning

A Benefit Dance

cut-rate prices.
Without knowing why prices
are lower, many Memphians
are buying the grapes, thus
hurting the cause of the poor
workers in California.

REQUESTS FOR HELP Numerous requests for help
at C h ristmastime
have
been recieved bs the Mallory
Knights
Charitable
Organization,
and
adult
and junior members are
shown here reading the

touching appeals for assistance mailed into the headquarters at 280 Hernando
Street. Memphis. Seated
from left are Harry L.
Strong, general director;
William L. Robinson, Boys
Project director; Rev. D.

E. Herring, president of
the Mallory Knights; and
Miss
Shelia
Thompson.
president of the Junior MalKnights.
lory
Standing,
same
order, are
Terry
Garrett, president of the
Mallory Knights Communi-

Kevin
•

Teacher

ty Boys Project; Miss DeColeman, assistant
borah
secretary
of
the Junior
Mallory Knights, and Miss
Loretta Vanderbilt, secretary
of
Junior
Mallory
Knights.

You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get MoreAt
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

FABULOUS WIG STYLES
THAT COMPLIMENT
YOUR STYLE!

!SHER

Three sensational styles for all your

glamorous moods! Lady Champion Wes
are the ultimate in beautiful hair

1925 UMON•275-1143
THE POPULAR gi9g5

GREAT
SCOTCH!

AFRO-STYLE
Naturally shaped to emphasize
Natural beauty. In seven hair
shades: /et Black, Off Black,
Dark Brown, Med. Brown,
Light Brown, Dark Auburn,
Med. Auburn.
In 100%
if..19
Human Hair. 4.,)

creations for a particular way of life,
chic, exciting, now! Made of the finest
quality synthetic hair and 100% human
hair, they are washable and durable.
Order today and take advantage of
these fantastic low prices.

95

PERMANENTLY CURLED
STRETCH WIG
Keeps shape - beautifully
styled. Available in all colors,

night,

the City School
Teachers Division were: Grant,

The Mt. Pisgah High School $106; Northside, $32; Orleans,
Alumni Club will present a ' an additional $10 for a total

SEOR6E

Save a bundle!

Lease trucks from

parli

HAMILTON.
!

on;of $117; Lester High, an addiPre-Christmas
dance
Monday night, Dec. 23, at tional $5 for a total of $18; and
the Nite-Nite Club at the cor- Kansas, an additional $55 for
ner of Main and Butler from' a total of $328.50; Corry Jr.
10 p.m., until late, and the High, $109; Melrose, an addi1 tional $107 for a total of
public is invited.
$161.50;
Manassas, $117.50;
The newly-organized club is
seeking to raise funds to pro- A. B. Hill. $36.10; Wisconsin,
vide scholarships for students 1 $21.50; Walker, an additional
$144.55 for a total of $179.55,
from the school.

Leading the group in Memphis to assist the California
grape workers is Rev. Richard
Moon, long active in civil
rights causes and bead of
Westminster House on the
Memphis State University camand Leath, $68.10.
pus, whose work has the Officers of the club are
backing of Rev. Ezekiel Bell, Lawrence Woods, president;
president-elect of the Memphis Ruthie Stout, vice president;
Helen Barber, secretary; Odis
branch of the NAACP.
Bradley, treasurer; and Rose
, Grocery shoppers in the Fitzpatrick and Leroy Davis,
iblack communities of Memphis co-chairmen of publicity.
!are asked to boycott table Tickets may be purchased
1grapes, ask their friends to do at the club. They are two dolI s°, and to ask grocers to take lars each in advance, or $2.50
them off their fruit racks.
at the door.

that Negro teachers are illeducated, grammatically incompetent. unprof essional,
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
and should rely on a white,
scholarsh
ip, room and hoard,Ieams
co-workrr-to-aid us in a job!
tually because we are Negall of his books and $15 monththat
you
were
perfectly
willing
roes? If this is your implicaIv for ld
laundry.
tion, it seems that you feel it to allow us to do alone so long • -;
only
as
black
children
were
Milani
turned dol.+ n an offer is all right for black children
involved.
from Memphis State Univerto be exposed to intellectually
Six area high school teams
It is unfortunate that the sitY, because of "the highhave entered the annual
inferior teachers.
Lepressurin
g
a
u
d
i
administration did not f
mposible3r
Moyne-Owen College Holiday
Supposedly. all college gradintegration before these thou _ promises" offered him by the Basketball Tourname
nt scheduates -white and Negro-resands of "inferior"
black administration and coaching uled for Bruce Hall, Dec. 27-30.
ceived equal instruction in
staff.
teachers were hired.
Entered
are
Booker
English. Why. then, are you
T.
Mita m said, "The Univer-, Washington, Melrose. Douglass,
Respectfully yours,
•
fearful that we will fail to use
correct speech patterns? Did Dr. Vasco Smith, Jr., vice sity - of Tennessee is a real1Lester, Geeter and W. P. Ware.
nice school and my chances 1 Geeter will take on Douglass
you not feel the necessity of president of the
Memphis
reminding white teachers to Chapter of the NAACP stated, of going to the pros would be at 7:30 Friday night, Dec. 27,
pratice professionalism in re- the Bard of Education's "Dia- greater there. Another thing with the winner tackling Washthe
rt of sports ington at 8:30 Saturday night,
d
solving matters?
logue of Dignity", only servesi is
there."
His
first
contact
with Dec. 28.
We do not feel that a sense to substaniate what I've said!
U.T. was two years ago at a
Lester goes against Ware
of humor will help a Negro for a number of years, that state track
meet.
at
8:30 Friday night, Dec. 27.
the
school
board is operating
teacher in a white school
During his freshman year and the winner of this contest
through many situations. (Ob- a segregated system. The
at U.T. Milam is to play on will meet Melrose at 7:30
viously, you didn't feel that it . Heads of . the plia41 of Eduthe
freshman team. That team Saturday night, Dec. 28.
cation
are still bigots, Dr:
Would be much help to a white
Smith'. vontinufil., After hear- according to Coach Dickie Consolation game is slated
teacher is a -Negro school.
will p1a7- five games that in- for Monday night, Dec. 30. at
If the "resource teachers" ing that the phamplet; said
clude Alabama, Georgia Tech, 7:30 with
the championship
Dr.
Smith. was written by six
Is a person of the majority
and
six
whites, Vanderbilt, University of Ky. contest following at 8:30.
race in the school, we fail to Negroes
and Notre Dame.
Jerry Johnson, athletic disee how he could possibly ad- doesn't change my mind one
In
rector
Mita
at LeMoyne-Owen. said
m's
high
school
vise a minority teacher as bit.
career he massed a total of the tournament will follow
to the best procedure to foll3w.
3:16
points ( 56 touchdowns TSSAA rules.
Personally.
we
co nsider DISCOVE
RER
and I extra points'. He gained
yettr directi% e a gross insult.
a total of 3,595 yards (2,940 He averaged 8.2
We feel that you implied that
yards per
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI) - rushing.
655 pass reception). carry.
white teachers will just have History credits the discovery of
to do the best they can with California to Juan Rodriguez
NM*. NPAP4M.1••••••••••••••• ••••••
their lot-uneducable, incorri- Cabrillo, who entered San Diego
gible N e g ro students-and'Bay on Sept. 28, 1542.

Six High School
Entered In
Holiday Tourney
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THE ROBERT SHAW CHORALE
SPACIAL L.()LUG YORS LINTON

,
Stfalirierfer•.1

et tlijg season)&tightest
GkristRas cA.16unt
fofoithr $1.00
...when youjoin First National's1969 Christmas Club.
Let this superb RCA Victor album add to your family's merrime
nt this holiday season
while you prepare for an even brighter Christmas next year.
It's yours for just $1 when
you join our 1969 Christmas Club.
What handier way to save! All,you do is decide how much
you'll want for Christmas shopping next November. Then each week for the nextmoney
50 weeks you simply deposit
a specified amount in your Christmas Club account (we
even furnish a book of coupons
as a reminder). And almost before you know it, there's a
big, fat Christmas Club check
waiting for you ... just in time to make next Christmas
the merriest Christmas ever.
Sign up for Christmas Club now at any of our 29 First
National
handy coupon below to open your account. And when you do, Bank offices, or use the
be sure to take advantage
of our exclusive record offer. "Christmastime in
Carol and Song" is a 12" LP album,
available for only $1.00, including tax. A great value. And a
great record ... 36 minutes
of your favorite Christmas carols and classics sensitive
ly performed by 11 leading artists.
This special collector's edition is available only at
National. Our name doesn't appear
on either jacket or reford, so it makes an idealFirst
gift for relatives and friends.
Offer expires December 31, 1968, so come in f,r your album
now while the supply lasts.
To open your Christmas Club Account by mail,
fill out and send coupon.

STYLED SHORTY WIG
Fine textured. High Quality 100% Murton
Hair, In 7 hair shades: let Black, Off Black,
Dark Brown. Med. Brown, Dark Auburn. Mod.
Auburn, Mixed Grey. FREE CASE with head form.

1961

FREE BONUS!

UNSTYLED 11.
00
SHORTY 410

A ZEBRA STRIPE CANISTER TO PROTECT
YOUR AFRO OR CURLY STRETCH WIG.
BUY ALL THREE wigs at one time and take advantage
of this exceptional savings opportunity.

i

SPECIAL
[ OFFER!

MI Tams 1 Order Any Two
$19.98 p.o
e.
.
$19.95 Styles.

OrdOr

Just IOW
Just $35"
COMPLETE
SAM/ACM.4
Sove $925
&we $4-90
GUARANTEED Morey back "11Mb 10 bre, -I teteDISR SS MIMI/.

ii

Customer Service Dept.
First National Bank of Memphis
P. 0. Box 84, Memphis, Tenn. 38101
I wish to open a Christmas Club Account. Enclosed

is
check for my first payment. Please mail me a
coupon hook
tor the amount of sseekly payment
which I ha%e indicated.
SELECT
ONE
ED
f:=1
, C7
0

CHAMPION SALES • 20 Emit S3rd STREET • NEW YORK. N. Y. 10022
0

CHAMPION SALES

You're right...
it's light!
MI AND 0PROOF 1110°,1 KUHN° SCOCII
v.HitiYIMPUPufl$YMI Roston
Dist iti.LR utt.. ROstON. MASS.

Dept. C • 20 East 53rd STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022
Please ship the following Lady Champion Wig(s).
COLOR
STYLE
STYLE
COLOR
* 11.15 0 SHORTY (Styled)
C AFRO-Syn.
0 19.93

O AFRO 100°.
0 SHORTY (Unstyled)._____ _ 0 13.00
Human Hair
0 11.IS
- 0 39.95 0 CURLY
O All 3 $19.95 Styles
011-N 0 Any 2 $19.95 Styles
4 35W
Q Entitled fins, 0 Check 0 Money Order for
$
---:- ----0 C.O.D. $5.00 deposit required on each wig ordered.
We pay shipping
Address
City

YOU
DEPOSIT
$

YOU
WEI% E

SO

Every Week

1.00

Every Week

2.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

$ 25.00

Every Week
Every Week..........
Every Week
Every Week..........

Name_ _
Address
City and State

50.00
150.00
250.00
500.00

SIGNATURE OF MEMOIR

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHI
S
MP..iS. II r.t4ESSEL / A4LMS101 FlOttAt fet0S4
eiSUINAtICE C000,011A5tOt4

Stab

Zia

Zip

In signing this card I hereby agree to the rules and
regulations as set forth in the Christmas Club Book, and
turther agree that the Bank may deduct a charge
of 500
from my account in the event that I fail to complet.:
all
the payments prior to the maturity of the club.

100.00

•rr

I.

CARI, CARSON!

atatv.44
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More Gifts Reported
For Elks' Xmas Fund
Donations ranging from five F. M. Crump & Company
dollars to 040.00 were receiv- *11
ed for the 'Elks UM Christmas Arvis A. Letting 19.011
Fund last week, and George D. Caaale is Company 10.0o
W .Lee, Grand Commissioner Fergana Foundation MAO
of Education, said the gifts Friendly Casket Company
amounted to $7117 for the week. 111.01
Following is a list of the
latest contributors:
Gaylord &pilaf ChM $2011.00
Holiday
Ins "
erica "'"
Seessers Supermarkets Wee
1
Illinois Central Employees

25.06
Mrs. Josie M. Combs 5.00
Belmont Baptist Church 35.00
Klondyke Civic Club 511.00
Autress Russell Post 25.00
W.B. Dunnavant Company

ELKS WITH THE CHAMP
- Joe Louis. former Heavyweight champion of the
world, was in Memphis
last week to referee

wrestling matches and was
entertained afterwards by
the Beale Street Elks,
1BPOEW, seven of whom
pose here with the Brown

Bomber. From left are
Marvin Womack, Frank
Scott, State Representative-elect Alvin King, Mr.
Louis, T. J. Marzette,

Baptist Women
Hold Meeting
At Mt Gilliam

2
At
lren
i berg Cotton Company
The sisterhood of the Shelby
20.00
Comity
District
Association
Lipsey's Fish Market 20.11
held their monthly meeting
M&M Bail Bond Company at the Mt. Gilliam Baptist
10.00
Church on Monday, Dec 7, and
Deluxe Package Store 10.00 included inspirational singing
Radio Station WMPS 10.00
by those present.
Memphis Furniture Company Delivering
the message was
20.00
Rev. Harrison Brown. A rose
Pee Dee Seasoning Company pageant
was presented by
25.06
Mrs. Lelia Turner, and the
Commissioner James Moore membership and guests
en20.00
joyed a decorative menu in the
Commercial & Industrial
lower level of the church.
Bark 15.00
The president, Mrs. J. C.
Th ePerel Foundation 15.00 , handmade hat to the woman
chairman of Elks' 1968 MemA.
E.
Pipkin Insurance Com- Austin, dressed in green and
bership Campaign; Percy
pany 10.00
Williams, Mack Winston
I white, presented a beautiful,
Chuck Hutton Chevrolet 10.00 holding the lucky ticket.
and Sam Qualls. (Withers
Commissioner Jack W. Ram- Christmas presents were exPhoto)
sey 10.00
changed. 62 persons were presDr. Hollis F. Price 10.00
ent for the meeting which
E. R. Cook 20.00
closed with remarks by Rev.
J. C Oates and Sons 8.00
Brown.
Anderson & Clayton Cotton
Rev. E. Bates is moderator,
for the
Association.
Mrs.
significi.ntly the number of Company 20.00
Floreeda McNeal is reporter.
youthful candidates for alco- Radio Station WDIA 10.00
holism.
The local address of the organization is: National Council on Alcoholism, . Memphis
Area, Inc:, 319 McCall Building.
Boris

Council On Alcoholism Helping Young People

With the number of known tection is your protection" as "wet" nor "dry" - but conalcoholics in the United States a slogan with emphasis on the centrates on prevention, treatnow standing at 6.5 million - nine early warning signals of ment and problems of alcoand increasing -hundreds. ot alcoholism. Parents can de- holism, which it defines as adthousands of today's teenagers tect symptoms of alcoholism dictive drinking. The aim of
may become tomorrow's al- by recognizing these signs, the Council through its procoholics. But a growing nuin- and seeking prompt, appropri- gram of information and enber of educational programs, ate help.
couragement, is to reduce
plus a great increase in com- Increased community awaremunity awareness of the prob- ness of the problem of alcohca
lem of alcoholism, are moving lism helps create a climate in
to combat the threat.
which adults and young people
In many parts of the country, can fina solutions with greater
programs are under way to ease, and the Council is work"teach the teachers- how to ing in several directions of
educate young people about Como,unity involvement.
alcoholism
cont rol. Talks Of special concern is the reand lectures have been found lationship between young peoMiss Rosetta Nicholson, soc- College.
ineffective with today's "turn- ple, driving and alcoholism. To
ial service worker at the 'Ten- She has since taken courses
ed on" generation which looks most young people, a car is nessee Psychiatric
Hospital in at George Washington Univerfor sironger "kicks." Instead, the
symbol of
adulthood. Memphis, has been awarded a sity in Washington, D. C., the
teachers are given guidelines Strong efforts are under way to
full tuition and a National Men- University of Maryland, and
on discussing alcoholism in convince youthful drivers that
tal Health Traineeship in social attended the University of
classroom situations and with responsibility goes along with
administration valued at $3.648 Chicago's School of Social Servreference to the young per- adulthood, which includes early
and ';ill study at the Univer- ice Administration 1967 Sumson's nwn experience.
recognition of the fact that sity of Michigan School of mer Institute.
Facts and information are of gasoline and alcoholism are a Social Work for the winter- Formerly employed as a
more value to parents, and lo-Jetkal, mixture.
counselor with the Baltimore.
spring term.
cal alcoholism councils in con-. Alcohol education is a coin- Miss Nicholson was gradu- Md., Youth Opportunity Cen.
junction with the National plex job, shared by teachers. ated feom Robert Moton, now ter, Miss Nicholson has been
Council on Alcoholism are parents, and the community. Anna Strong High School in a member of the social servproviding information and lit- The National Council on Al- Marianna, Ark., and received ice department of Tennessee
erature of many types. The coholism takes no position on the bachelor of arts degree in Psychiatric Hospital for the
Council is stressing "early de- drinking itself, being neither social science from LeMoyne past two years.

Local Social Worker
To Study In Michigan

6r0 TrNA7n
-7•144
Sees* *444

DEC. 26-JAN. 11

IlLiria4cieles
IL13C

One of the most hilarious
iiational comedies to come along .„i ...
in years -You'll learn to laugh in
klori.,1111es

Eugene O'Neill's
TICKET

PRICES
Tues. Wed Thu'rs Sun - $2.50
Friday
3.00
Saturday
3.50

A MOON
FOR THE•
MISBEGOTTEN

DEC. 5-DEC. 21
i-'unerica's greatest author has
;.ritten a brilhant sequel to LONG
L'AY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT. A
hin ste roils and brawling drama
full H. .•(,.

RESERVATION

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic GOIM
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

248

JA
Vance Ave.
Memphis, Tssoossoe
'IOU* Compaq Moksso Whet Yoe Ask for
Creates Whet Yoe Think or

74320

demismammome

Tommy Groat

SEE
TOMMY GRANT
FOR YOUR
TRANSPORTATION
NEEDS
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding salesmen, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites,YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!

_New Lars.' I sed Lars!
Trucks.too!
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

1968
DEMONSTRATORS

Over 20 1968 Impala 2-door
Hardtops with air conditioning and power options
Low mileage and under
warranty.

Impala and Caprice Hard.
tops and Sedans...most
with air conditioning and
other wanted options.
Great buys Ever&

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE BANK FINANCING

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324-36/1

3 1.1

THE SPECIAL OCCASION STORE

Make This Christmas
Unforgettable
With A Diamond

& LOWENSTEIN
JEWELERS

New swirl design
diamond solitaire

Diamond solitaire
in tiffany mounting

225

35O

Lifetime 10% Bonus Trade-In
Guarantee With Every Diamond

•

Wedding set holds 12
dazzling diamonds.
$7995

1 Carat total weight
diamond bridal set.
Classic, 8-diamond
wedding duo.

4-diamond duet rings.
His

$425°

He,

$3750

$199

7-diamond matchable..
His
Hers

*60

You may trade-in your Perel & Lowenstein diamond at any time
and receive 10% more than the original purchase price toward
the purchase of any other diamond jewelry of at least twice the
original value. And, since a diamond is forever, our guarantee of
full trade-in value, plus a 10% bonus, is a Lifetime Guarantee

Traditional bridal duo
has 7-diamonds.

$895

$500

•

$55

9-diamond Princess
style ring,
Modern, high-rise
diamond ensemble.

$100
5-diamond iwosomb.
Hers
His

Fiery, 6-diamond duo.
His
Hors

$80

$100 '100

$75

Contemporary duo
with 5 diamonds.
Lovely, 2-diamond
wedding twosome,

Uniquely-set pear
shaped diamond duo.

225

300

$6995

$300

No Payments Till Feb. 69 Up to 20 Months to Pay

Lady's 6-diamond
dinner ring.

Black enamel foamy
ring-9 diamonds.

$1499$
$200
EVMVMV*414101EV*141010voitthfilthqiettok(1tfkg

All Perel & Lowenstein Stores
Open Every Night

ag
4!

Downtown Store
Lamar Airways
Southland Mall

South Main

Poplar Plaza
Nort.hgate

14

•

•-•
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AlVAN'Sfi

LOAN UFFIcI
BARGAINS IN UNRIMMIll MMUS
SUITS • SIOATS • SNOT GUNS • 1.111111ASi
AND MUSICAL INSTALIMINTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

1741 171 BEAL la1117 IA 1-1300.

AT ( H %NUTS ant
training as In aircraft

for

ambosasse• ape.
Atoms Felts L.
perk, maim el Kr. and
Ars. Smelt Tame, et 14111
ISM* ef., IS•mphis. He Is a
'INS mails et Father Bor.
trend Mieb Nod sadl NW*
isompl•loG hub *aiming at
'toddled. An,Tom
equipment
ciaUst if

PROGRESS Al
LAM.
COLLEGE — G r o mid.
breaking -ceremonies for a
new
women's residence
hall at Lane College in
Jackson were held last
week. Scheduled fir tom.
*Won by September 1110,

It will be constructed at a
gest a $1,135,000. Built on
a federal loan, it will be
six stories, air conditioned
sad will house 250 she
OOP Representatives from
all fur women's dermlteelee were en band for

APPRENTICE OPENINGS

lel is',

Os

Are!

At V*.

ground breaking ceremonies. From left are Charles
Jackson, business manii•
ger S. G. A.; Octavia Stan.
ton, Rev. D. S. Cunning.
ham of Memphis, a mem.

ron

Green, "Miss

TOOL MAKER
DIE MAKER
MACHINIST

Lane

Collette;" Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, president of Lane,
Mrs. Marie Penn, dean of
women; Joyce Wittily, and
Rev. Eugene Woodson.

N

ual ifications:

her of Om Beard of Trustees; Diane Thomas,

YMCA Branch Seeking
Sponsors For 700 Boys

Must be between 18 and 26 years of ego
High school graduate or equivalent

MECHANICS WANTED
OAS

DIESEL

Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits,
Paid
Vacation. Lucat truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who w a nt steady employment in large, roomy
shop.
Tiso Abe Scharff Branch o Cheeks for memberships Good ,Aorking Condition. CALL GLENN DeIVITT at 942-4687.
to:
payable
the YMCA is seeking 700 mew Should be made
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
bersbips for 700 boys, and they Abs Scharff Branch, YMCA,;
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY=
need men and women to spone 254 S. Lauderdale Street, Mem•
phis Tennessee
sor the youngsters.

Mijton
Thomas, executive
secretary of the branch, said
that for a limited time memberships will be reduced from
the regular ten dollars to
seven dollars.

TWO'EST PEACES TI UT
MIRECAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

and

"It can be a gift that a
boy will appreciate all year
long," Mr. Thomas said.

Pentro -tal Hol

Applicants interested must apply prior to
January 6,1969 Apply in person to Training
Director, 3003 Harvester Street

•

organizations.

As soon as the seven dollars
is paid, a boy will receive the
membership.

Must qualify on battery of tests plus
tude and motivational considerations

Now In Time For Holiday Travel!

Persons making the contribution may specify the boy or
the age of the boy they wish
to receive the membership.
The boy will be able to enioY the following activities after becoming a membtre: yearround swimming, weight4iftiag, basketball, volleyball. Ping
pong, trampoline, crafts. In
the summer Inking and soft
ball will be added.

No disqualifying physical limitations
Desisable work habits

An Equal Oppiortunity Employer (.4 • F)

The elan is open to both in.

dividuals

MEMPHIS
WORKS
is presently accepting applications for

4
-

INTERNATIONAL
• HARVESTER CO.
•

GTR

GENERAL

TIRE

Shop Big Star..
"Where You're
Always
Among Friends"

Ginn/few!

Afad Wieoce

General
ent,

*aa Jitagava
r-14
,1th,'7‘k

;4,

Staff Honors 62

Regave
24444 Samoa

ttN
,

HOLIDAY
sPECI AL:

Dir:ng Dinner

QUALITY

V

STAMPS

It grabs on curves' Grabs on straightaways!
The fifth annual celebration
of the Pentecostal Hour was
held on Dec. 7 at the Universal Life Insurance Company
and some 62 guests were present.
Ministers of the Pentecostal;
Hour are meeting each Satur-1
day night in the New Heart
Baptist Church at 683 S.
Fourth st. Rev. Fred Johnson
is president of the program.
Other officers are Revs.
W. S. Buford, first vice president; C. S. Pope. second vice
president; and C. Mickens,
secretary.

Grabs when the light turns red ... or grew!
Because General Tire designed the GTR with
the deepest tread

the only dual action treod

in its field.

But the GTR is more than

high speed tire.

General TireJs improved tread rubber deliverr
high mileage. And stretches your budget along the way.
Guise ever to your General Tire Specialist today.
Change over to the Grrrtabber!

No Money Down with General's Auto-Charge.take Months to Pay.

Churc;i PI•i3S311L
500 To Cc!ze
Congregational
Second
Church, Walker at McDowell,
presented a check for $500 to
LeMoyne-Owen during the college's annual observance at
the church.

Holiday Prico

ciary Prico

SIZE
775)(14
775x15
825x14
12515
855x14
ISS5silS

8*5*15

$55.55
$60.85
$66.75
$74.45

$35.55
$39.55
$42.55
$48.55

!

Fed. Tom
2.19
2.21
2.35
2.53

$21

2.36-1
2.3C

$24

2.76

$26

Plus Federal and Local Taxes

The gift to the college was
part of the church's centennial
program which draws to an
end this month.

tseetiquateemiertbrpessccure-sealing Dual 90 and
the complete line of General tires and services

The Rev. John Charles Inckle Is pastor ;./f the church.

-- • —

GENERAL TIRE SERVICE.

NEED INSURANCE?

MONTHLY TERMS
ACE INSURANCE
1023 MADISON
214 4411

THE LOCATIONS
MEMPHIS
REDEMPTION CENTERS
1451 UNION AVE.
1957. SO. 11!IRD STREET
1784 FRAYSED BLVD.

--

CALL
CLAYTON ELAN
AUTO•HOME -BUSINESS

Favorite
Gift
Stamp
Of
AIidA merica

SENENAL
TIRE

Downtown
Phone 525-7764
455 Union
or 525-7S6

725 N. WHITE STA. RD.

161 S. WHITE STA. RD.
4220 S. IELLEVUE

All Redemption Centers
Are, Closed on Mondays
OPEN 9AM TO IIPM
TUESDAY THIN SATURDAY

SVITRD %Y. Drer111Wit 21, 1968

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

111:1 1.\111'1?
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100 Children Attend
aft,

Girl's Birthday Party
OF MEN'S WEAR

SUITS
Made in our own factories. Sold direct to you
• no double mark
ups. Come see for yourself why many of America's top
executives
wear Baxter Clothes
and recommend them to
their friends. We carry
Longs, Extra Longs,
.! Shorts, Stouts, up to
-k Size 50 Long Stout.
..)Choose from beautiful Fall fabrics including silk and wool.

to '64"
USE OUR CHRISTMAS
LAY-AWAY—AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE

SLACKS

From our colorful fall collection,
you're sure to find slacks that'll
add more to the season's snap to
your wardrobe. Choose from
several fabrics including silk and
wool.

T. '22"

FtFiST NATIONAL

Little Miss Lettie Letitia
And Trio,. Yteathers, Angela
Lois Weathers was gIveu a Doggett Mona Doggett, Ste.
grad berikOpy party by her phdnie Mayes, Bruit/ Bowen,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. blahalia Rogers, Alison Turner
"Bill" Weathers on Sunday, Jacquelyn Mayberry,, Carla
Dec. 1.
Jean Stotts, Pamela Joy LoShe wIt 10 years old, and ma:, Con Room Frances
more than 100 guest{ WO en- Turner and Anita araneh.
tertained in the recreation
Others were Mee:Mott, Laroom of the Oates Manor von Ross, Joollja Wilkerson,
Housing Project from 3 to 3 Traci Wilkerson, Jaws Strong,
p.m.
Job Weathers, brother of the
A number of young parents honoree; Dillworth Weathers,
came and brought youngsters the honoree's sister; Willie
and joined in the fun of play- Martin, Peter B. StrOlig, Aning games, laughing and sing- thony Scott, Kennel* Scott,
ing.
Joni Scott and Bobby Phillips.
Among the guests were Everyone had fun aid all of
Eric Turner, Roy Whalum the food they could eat, includWilliam Owen, Js., Skipper ing hot dogs, candy, punch,'
Whalum, Jerilyn, Lomax, De- ice cream and cake.
lores Powell, Marge Powell,
Lynne Earls, Michael Porter,
Paul Eric Washington, Leo
Hubbard M c W illiams, Joe
Cody Pearson, Gerald Pearson, James Pearson, John E.
Childers, Jr., Harold Shaw,
Jr., Arthur Eric Saulsberry,
Lloyd Pinkston and Anthony
"Tony" Horne.
Members of Coleman Chapel
Also Charles Woodard, Mi- CME Church at Kney and Volchael Pruitt, Terry Somerville, lentine sts. are making plans
Kyra Cross, Dennis Branch, for their annual Fashion and
Tracy LaMondue, Iris Jack- Tea to be held on Sunday,
son, Carmen Pinkston, Toya afternoon, Jan. 5, 1969. The
Pinkston, Carole Lowe, Leslie public is invited.
Strong, Lisa Turner, Rosalyn Mrs. Priscilla
Burke
is
Williams, Sandra Cross, La- I chairman
Fashion
of
the
Juana Robinson, Kedra San-'show and tea, and Rev. L. A.
ders, Renee Weathers and Gail I Slaughter
past or of the
Childers.
church.

Coleman Ch
Plans For Tea

Al mod +9-

Open ris,
.9

r-Cir,

,oess ng Cen,er
Open 1

J •

So.. 'T I 9

her birthday party on
Dec. 1 in the Oates Manor
Housing Project recreation
room is Lettie Letitia Lois
Weathers, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. W. C. "Bill" Weathers. The honoree received numerous useful
presents, and a number of
young parents came with

with their youngsters and
joined In the birthday per.
ty fun. Lettie was 10 years
old. ‘Hooks Bros. Photo)

eAtChristmas we entertainformally.
It's an Old Forester kind ofseason.

SPACE.
HOME
CLEANING

IlidOrne

ALTERATIONS
FREE

B cLOTHES
2272
Lamar

HONOREE AND GUESTS
—Kneeling behind a cake
at center and flanked by
some of the more than
100 children who attended

BANKAMERICARO

AXTER

12 N.
Cleveland

••••

"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"
All types.of.cleaning.

Floor Cleaned

1911
S. Third

-I •

Waxed $5.00 up"

• JIMMIE BEAIRD •
or
•JAMES HILL
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

SiCngot• Shopp,ng
Center
Open Thurs , Fri.
Ogitt Set 'T.! 9

2144114

i

Christmas Treats
for the Kitchen

1“11.11 1,1 t

11•414'omntLeas coePoPAti.
1.110.00

At Zales••• America's Best Values

DAZEY CAN OPENER
KNIFE SHARPENER

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TWO-SLICE

-A

GENERAL ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC
PERCOLATOR

At 86 or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the market."
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT ICURION WHISKY•Si PROOF• ICO

FAMOUS SUNBEAM
AND WESTINGHOUSE
STEAM/DRY IRON

PROOF BOTTLED IN BOND • BRONN-TC/ mAti DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTuCky.no

THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU
Teflon'
Sole
Plates

YOUR CHOICE

SUNBEAM
PORTABLE
NANO MIXER
AM Speeds

No. 1 — 3471 Poplar at Highland

No.11 — 1506 East Broadway

No.2 — 1471 Florida at Parkway

No.I2 — 3152 Johnson

No.4

No.14 -4701 Highway 51 So.

— 549

(W•sr Memphis)

South Parkway East

No. 6 — 661 Chelsea

No.I5 — 2481 Dwight Rood

No.7 — 452 East Shelby Drive

No.17 — 4571 Quince

No.8

—

4280 Macon Road

'io.20 — 3980 Psrk Avenu•

No. 9

—

2219 Florida

No 10 — 1478

40.26 — 5201 Highway 61 So.
No 27 — 1693

National

Lauderdale

No.4.3 —279 Exchange
No.48 — 2458 Chelsea

Just Say
Charge It!

ZALES
.
JEWELERS

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL p.m.
61 5. Mele, MEMPHIS — Holiday Phi., WEST MEMPHIS

Open An Account

Indlan

Ma,JONESBORO

.ifiayrose

•

Serving You With Fine Foods
And You Receive Quality Stamps

A V NW.

Tri-State Defender

To Be
Equal
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HMI* Office: 236 South Danny Thomas Boulevard
IA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
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McCANN L. REID
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Hunger In America

scription rate 00) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility
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Memphis, Tennessee,
Under'Act 01 March 2, MIL

Two doctors recently returned from a trtp and wrote that
they saw "weak, lethargic children, with swollen legs and
swollen bellies; children whose skin was dry and rough and
National Advertising Representatives
Infected and discolored and ulcerated and excoriated; children
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
whose muscles were wasted, whose bones were quit obviously deformed; children who were no longer hungry, because
$10 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
they were too ill to desire food."
These doctors were not reporting on starvation conditions
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
In Biafra, or -in some other pocket of misery and hunger far
from home. They were reporting on conditions in Beaufort,
County, in the state of South Carolina, right here in the U.S.
of America.
Their report, published in a recent issue of the "New Republic," is horrifying. It duplicates the findings of other doctors who have investigated living conditions among the rural
poor in Mississippi and elsewhere.
A question of considerable merit is hardcore unemployment and widespread
Such reports are especially disturbing at this time of
being raised on what debt President- poverty in the midst of widespread prosyear, when most Americans have just finished their traditionelect Nixon owes the black community perity cannot be swept under the rug.
al Thanksgiving feasts and look forward to their overflowing
since he was elected without its sup- It is a domestic issue of the highest
Christmas tables.
But holiday dinners with all the trimmings are all but unport. Some think that he owes nothing priority. And one which may well deknown for the more than ten million Americans who exist on
to the black minority.
termine not only the character of the
poor diets. Hunger stalks blacks and whites in the poorest
It is a political truism that you re- Nixon leadership but how long it will
areas of the South; it devastates Indian families on Western
reservations: and it is a daily visitor to many homes in bigward the faithful followers who help last.
city ghettos.
to make the difference between victory
The President of the United States
But hunger isn't supposed to exist in this, the richest naand defeat. But by the same token you can ill afford to have the stamp of ration in the history of the world. What about welfare aid, the
food stamp program, and free school lunches? Don't they
don't close the door in the faces of cialism placed on him.. Whether Nefeed people and prevent children from being ravaged by
those who might wish to change their groes voted for him or not is immahunger and the diseases it causes?
allegiance. For, in politics, you never terial now. The problems incidental to
Obviously, the answer is no.
Only about a fourth of all poor people get any kind of
know which way the ball is going to poverty, unemployment, housing and
public welfare assistance. The food stamp program, along
bounce.
racial discrimination are American probwith another program that distributes surplus food, reaches
Whoever thought that Lyndon B. lems, as stra they transcend politics.
only one out of five poor people.
The poorest counties suffer most. Bolivar and Sunflower
Johnson, who was elected in 1964 by Mr. Nixon will have ample opportunity
Counties, in Mississippi, are examples. In both, the poor make
the greatest landslide in history, would to show how broad or narrow is his
up two-thirds of the population. In Bolivar, less than half of
have had to forego a second term be- conception of government. He will show
the poor take part in federally-aided food programs and on
about one of every eight poor people get welfare payments.
cause he had become so overwhelming- it in the caliber of men he appoints
while
only about a tenth get welfare.
ly unpopular.
to the Supreme Court, especially in the
In the cities, many schools don't provide federally-aided
nesses in predominantly 'Negro areas
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Mr. Nixon comes to the White selection of a Chief Justice. He will
free hot lunches, often because old school buildings have no
There is still a lot of talk about should be largely controlled by Negroes.
kitchen facilities. Many ghetto schools were built a hundred
House, not by an impressive majority, show it in the kind of legislative proclear in Is that black separatism? The Johnson years ago, and in these decllyed facilities, hungry children
but by an eyelash. He won the Presi- posals he sends to Congress. And again Black Nationalism. It is not
the words. Publishing Company, the North Caro- are supposed to sit in overcrowded classrooms and learn about
dency by the smallest margin in recent he will show it in the manner he deals my mind what is meant by
that a section of the lina Mutual Life Insurance Company, freedom and democracy.
memory. This mean that the new Pre- with the established provisions of the Does this mean
Unless the new administration wants America to be known
United States should be set aside for the Atlanta Life Insurance Company, as a land of hunger and illness, it will have to move fast to
sident must do much to win over to various civil rights Acts.
black people only? If so, what section? the Citizens Trust Company, and many correct this national scandal.
his side a very large segment of the
If the Nixon Administration moves
The food stamp program should be revised. Prices for
I have heard some say that five Southern others are controlled by Negroes. Does
people whose vote showed they had no in the right direction, there is good.
the stamps are often too costly, and the allotments too low to
states have been suggested, including this mean that these insitutions should provide an adequate diet. Stamp prices should be provided
confidence in him.
prospect he will gain the confidence and
On what basis were these serve only Negroes, and that they free to poor families.
Nixon didn't court Negro voters affection of the black masses whose Mississippi.
If local authorities refuse to take part in federal food proWhat criteria was rsed? should employ only Negroes? If this
chosen?
states
because he believed he had little chance vote he will need in 1972 for reelection.
grams, the government should distribute them directly. That's
cater
establishments
white
should
is
so,
stands,
perhaps,
still
Mississippi?
It
Why
what happened when black people were denied the vote in
of winning them. But the problem of
at the bottom in education, economic only to whites and employ only whites? parts of the South — the Justice Department sent officials
power, and political wisdom. How would The Negro church is still the most seg- in to register them. Children shouldn't starve simply because
some local officials have strange ideas about race.
we go about getting the states? Do we regated or separate institution Negroes
And until the inadequate welfare system can be replaced
expect the people and government of own. Should it remain that way?
by a national system of income maintenance, federal welfare
We also need clarification on the standards shoulld be set to prevent local abuses.
any one, or any five, of the states of
The Southern Regional Council was violence to work its will. But even with- the union to move out and. hand things Black University. Does this me/an that
at pain to conclude that there seems to out white resistance, the freedom-4% over to blacks? If we had a nation of no white students should be enrolled
be almost no hope that Southern schools choice concept is an administrative im- black people within the United States, and no white faculty could teach? Does
will ever really desegregate. In previous possibility, the Council says. Allowing how would we get Negroes who are it mean that black men only would

Nixon And The Negroes

MY VIEW

Where Are The Answers?

School Bias Undefeated

reports in 1965 and 1966, the Council, every child to attend the school of his
a private, biracial research agency fi- choice ignores physical realities, like
nanced by foundation grants, was overcrowding and proximity of schools.
guardedly optimistic that integration So these factors were included in
could be achieved. Now the Council says "exemption clauses" which were read as
there is "virtually no reason to find loopholes by Southern schoolmen.
optimistic words, to say things may
But the Council charges that the
improve. The mistakes of the paz,t are real villian is a provision in Title IV of
repeated.
the Civil Rights Act which prohibits
The nation has not seemed aware bussing to achieve racial balance. How
even of the failure, let alone resolute else, the Council asks, can a city like
enough to end it. All of the laws and Washington, D.C., with a majority Necourt decrees necessary for desegrega- gro school population, achieve desegretion have been made. What remains gation?
wanting is the commitment to imple"It is therefore useless and even
ment them.
cruel," the Council says, "to criticize too
Freedom-of-choice was a fatal blun- strongly the failure of the U.S. Office of
der which has failed almost every in-Education to map a strategy other than
stance to abolish segregation. It allowed freedom-of-choice."

Ten Key Men Advise Nixon

well established in fifty states to move?
There have been at least two serious
efforts to get Negroes to move to
Africa; both failed. Would it not take
some miracle to get twenty million Negroes uprooted and moved into a black
state? Even prejudiced whites who
want segregation or apartheid in this
possessions in order to get a black na-

be on the Board of Trustees? Would
the curriculum deal wholly or mostly
with things having to do with black
M. D. Is•'weekly, intormst appointment bettreen •044people? How much of the curriculum
clan and the people) at sektrk Mao kr wa Suers, medlcie
espies
*kick may be bronetklal t• each ef out. repordise•
would have to be black to justify the
4,1 •••, ars or position 4* 5/.. Year treatfone end tool Po'weft
will be appreciated.
name black curriculum. Would a black
university get its money only from
It is stated, in general, that WOMAN is derived
black people? If so, could it survive? from MAN (his rib). One may assume that woman
is
the federal government support weaker than man. What are the medical implications
such a university? Would we expect of this fact? Who is the stronger of the
two, MAN
white universities to respond in kind or WOMAN??
— a white university? As some clamor
The life span or normal longevity of. WOMAN
for a black university, how do we justi- is approximately seven years longer than
her male
uni- counterpart. Man is subject
fy Negro students in Northern
to such serious diseases as

tion in the United States. Even if we
had a black state, would there be any
more good will between black and
white, or would there be a war between the black state and the white
versities pressing the white administra- CORONARY THROMBOSIS OR COMMONLY
state?
CALLfor more black students and more ED A "HEART ATTACK", DUODENAL
tion
separablack
hear
Even when I
ULCER
tism, clarification is needed. I think black faculty — which, if carried suc- AND THEIR COMPLICATIONS NAMELY

BLEED-

sane Negroes, or blacks if you prefer, cessfully to the extreme, would so ING, PERFORATION, OBSTRUCTION AND INwould certainly want, ought to want, weaken Negro or black colleges that TRACTIBILITY, HYPERTENSION AND ITS EFbusinesses, educational institutions and they could hardly exist? Clarification, FECTS ON THE HEART, BRAIN AND
the like controlled by Negroes. Busi- please.

than the average man because of her genetic factors,
persistent and deep concern about her health, frquent
visits to her physicians and increased hospitalizations and clinic visits. From a metabolic viewpoint
the average woman has less body water and more fat
than the average lean and muscular male. The male
is usually the "power figure" in business, in the home
and ability to earn a living for the family. Recently,
female is proclaiming her individuality and the desire
to be superior or the male's equal. Will she become
a recipient to the same diseases as the male in this
"moving and dynamic world? This is a man's world
and each woman should re-consider her position and
the male partner. The woman should protect the
health
of the male in the following ways:
the open bigotry of Virginia Philadelphia
tem will have proved itself inadequate for
1. Encourage all males to have ANNUAL MENBroyhill who founded OIC (Opporutni- Is the slow pace of justice.
Joel
Congressman
• • •
and unresponsive."
who acts as if the District of ties
Industrial
CAL CHECK-UPS.
Corporation)
Columbia is his personal slave will be Nixon's black confidante Much of the new president's
2. Be sure that your males get adequate mental
property. Ordinarily, the Dis- on many matters pertaining to
hope for unity and cooperation
and physical REST.
trict Committee is the least race relations. Sullivan des- from all segments of the coun3. INDUCE MALES TO GET PHYSICAL REdesirable assignment, one in cribes his politics as indepen- try will depend upon his inwhich freshmen congressmen dent, but he has had several augaral address and his first
CREATION AND EXERCISE.
are placed after the other long telephone conversations message to Congress. Lyndon
4. DON'T NAG OR PERSISTENTLY ANTAGchoice assignments run out. with Mr. Nixon and is.expected B. Johnson will send his farefer of the concession to any foreign However, Mrs. Chisholm, a
ONIZE YOUR MALE.
to conf e re with him on
well State of the Union Message
firm before the existing agreement ex- potation of a formidable fighter regular basis. Mr. Sullivan
5. DON'T OVER-WORK T H E MALE. THE
to Congress about Jan. 9.
pires in 1969. The chiefs want to settle could become the heroine not joins Evangelist Billy Graham Guests at the White House
WEAKER SEX CAN CLEAN THE SNOW
slender woman with the reNew York Governor dinner and reception for the
existing complaints they have against only of her own Bedford-Stuy- and former Dewey
AND WASH THE CAR AND ANYTHING
those
among
Thomas E.
the operators. They recently held a tra- vesant constituents, but of her closest to the new President. Prime Ninister of Iran and
TO HELP THE MALE.
ELSE
his wife, noted the somber
ditional "palaver" dressed in mourning' adopted wards in the Nation's Nixon will rely on Sullivan for mood of LBJ and wondered
6. DON'T DRIVE YOUR MALE- TO KEEP UP
Capital.
guidance in slum programs and whether it was because this
clothes to emphasize the importance
WITH THE "JONES" AND THE "BROWNS".
the annoyance of bow to meet the poverty pro- was the last such official social
Much
to
they attach to the problem.
Be sure THAT THE MALE VISITS THE
blem
7.
most ot his Republican colfunction under his administraThe chiefs are not particularly fa- levies, Broyhill undaunted by Immediately following
in- lion. At it turned out, the Chief
DENTIST AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR.
miliar with the operations of stock ex- the sunning of President-elect augaration, President Nixon Executive was preoccupied
8. BE SURE THAT YOUR MALE "STOPS
changes or the mechanics of takeover Richard Nixon who has let will order all federal courts with the possibility of a final
SMOKING" AND CONTROLS HIS DRINKit be known that he detests the with backlogs of cases to world summit meeting with Soviet
bids. But they do know they are dis- Virginia congreqsman, went to night and day untiy they break Premier Kosygin The guest
ING.
satisfied with the annual rent of about New York to take his case the log jam. The new Attorney list included Dr. James Whit9. BE SURE THAT HE GETS AN X-RAY OF
$160 they are paid by the present own- against Mayor Walter Washing- General (rumoured to be tico of St. Louis, the president
HIS CHEST AT LEASE ONCE A YEAR,
tor Nixon headquarters. Ns Thomas E Dewey) will en- of the National Medical Asers.
10. TO BE SURE - - - - "HELP HIM".
did not see the president-elect, force the edict with no neap- sociation.

So This Is Washington

Ten key men in important positions must be observed and the news media
of government, industry and service in must not "become mere instrumentalithis country have written an open letter ties of those in power."
By ETHEL L PAYNE
to President-elect Nixon. Their advice
The advice of all these men, says
appears in a special feature in the cur- Esquire "is, unlike most advice, good;
in the
Congresswoman-elect Shirley but was received in chilly tions. Judges will sit
rent issue of Esquire.
it is also, like most advice, free."
and
weekends
on
and
evenings
Bryce
aide,
Chisholm is being boomed for silence by Nixon
Each man has his own priorities.
But the most impressive of all was
will
day
m.
p.
to
4
a.
m.
the
10
Broyhill
anything,
a seat on the House District Harlow. If
Governor Reagan, for instance, stresses the advice given by Mayor Stokes of l
conferred
has
Nixon
out.
be
Committee. The quiet back- succeeded in making the case
the importance of stabilizing the nation Cleveland, on the urabn crisis: "We
with members of the American
stage maneuver is promoted by to retain Walter Washington
and re-building a love of liberty and look to you for leadership; for imaginaBar Association and other law
some who feel that the articu- even stronger.
respect for the law in all our citizens. tion, for support, for hope. Because if
•
•
•
groups who have ,,:nvineed
late Brooklyn woman will be a
Mayor Carl Stokes, on the other hand, America fails her cities in this time of strong loud voice for the 800,
The cocktail circuit whisper him that one ot 11... most seristresses the urban crisis and the need great need and challenge, then America 000 unrepresented citizens of
is that Rev. Leon Sullivan, the ous problems contr;huting to
for the new leadership to support and wit! have failed and our democratic sys- Washington and a perfect foil
Baptist preacher the breakdown of law awl order
give hope to the cities of this nation.
Richard Salant, President of CBS
news, urges that freedom of the press

Ghana Chiefs Fight Bid
In a move quite surprising to local
financial interests, Ghana tribal chiefs
have registered their strenuous opposition to a $36 million takeover bid for
t h e Ashanti Goldfields Corporation
which operates the successful Obusasi
goldmine in Central Ghana.
The Adansi chiefs, who own the
gold-bearing, 20-by-5-mile rectangle of
the Obusasi concession, are objecting to
a bid by Lonhro, a London-based holding company with varied investments in
east, central and southern Africa.

They appealed to the government
at Ghana not to allow the sale or trans..

KIDNEYS,
ETC.
In general, the average woman is much healthier
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Board Of Education EPSTEIN
To Give The GED Test
The General Educational De quested to bring discharge or
vektpment Test, for those pee separation papers
pie who wish to complete There is a ice of four doltheir high school education, lars for the test
will be administered at thei The G E.D. test is given
Memphis Board of Education'every week Monday through
Friday, 8 45 a.m., to 5 p.m.,
on December 17, 18 and 19.
for thoe who wish to take it
The G.E.D. test will be given during the day
by the Division of Guidance

LOAN OFFICE
112-164.111 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sate
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6.1450

REvoLUT1ON

SlasheOrites

and Testing at 5 30 p rn
the above dates in R(X)Ill 114
2597 Avery Avenue
There
are
h‘l.
included in the
test will be administered on
the first night and two on
each additional night
It 1,
necessary that each (
be present all three ni.Thts

Will Cut Your Food Costs,
ind And You'll Still' Get Your Top Value Stamps

Persons 17 years of age or
older are eligible to take the
test but only those 19 or older
can take it for an equivalency
diploma

CLIP THIS BONUS COUPON FOR
THIS WEEK'S BONUS STAMPS!

VARIER

•

ifiTIMITIMITITITITITITITI Wile
EXTRA 10P
VALUE STAMPS

The test is administered to
people under 19 for classifies.
flea purposes only to determine
grade placement in night
school.

with this coupon ond

J

$5.00 purchase,

Persons 19 and under must
bring a birth certificate for
identification; those over 19,
should bring one of three
items: birth certificate, drivers license, or voter's registration card. Veterans are re-

occluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk prod-r.
u,ts. Good thru

Ives Discombitr 17, Limit Ono T0,71,
Mac

Sliced as Mixed Chops
HI-C DRINKS

Suspend Cop
LOCAL BUSINESS MEN BUY LIQUOR STORE ON
LAUDERDALE AT TRIGG

30 Days For
Bad Conduct

Thomas J. Willis and Gerald Fanipn are seen standing in front of the
counter of the whiskey store they recently bought, located at 1293 South
Lauderdale at Trigg Standing behind the cash register (where else!) is
Mrs Johnni.e King, a very personable and popular employee of the store,
now known as Jerry Fanion's Liquor Store.

A Chicago policeman has
been suspended for 30 days and
faces possible dismissal from
the department for immoral
conduct.
Harris Ashton, assigned to
the 21st District (Prairie ave.)
was suspended form the department following an investigation which revealed that
Ashton allegedly used his revolver to force two men to commit oral copulation while sitting
in the squad car.

In line with the growing determination of Black people to own and operate the businesses which primarily serve the Black Community, these
two young businessmen have made an impressive new beginning for the
store which has been at the same location under other management for
several years. Their aim is to please and their aspiration is to serve by
operating an establishment that is first class in every way.

Following the IID investigation Ashton was also charged
with unlawful use of a weapon
and deviate sexual conduct.
He is to appear in Felony
Court Jan 3, 1969.
This is Ashton's third suspension since joining the department in March 1965.

INTRODUCING the space•saving color tv

He was suspended in Sept.
1965 for becoming intoxicated
while off duty. His second suspension came following an
incident, again while off duty,
in which Ashton drew his service revolver but failed to effecti
an arrest.

Grape,Orange,Fruit,
Cherry,Orange-Pineapple

iI istomminqq1411q1lin

46 oz.
Can

DODGEN

5

TURKEYS

SEMI-BONELESS

u
n d bsp.
1a8i

HAMS

LB

294

KROGER

BAKING

Sbe

SUGAR

HENS

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchx-e. excluding to- ;
.bac&D.
thru Saturday, July %
1 .6 Limit one.

KROGER VAC-PAC

COFFEE

.111. ALA 1

1 St

PURE CANE

SUGAR

bag

with coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
tobacco, and in Tenn , Milk & Milk products

with the big difference!
IA
T Ntrif
HANDCRAFTED

ALL NEW 1968

Rights Group
Drops History
Book Case
DETROIT — The Michigan
Civil Rights Commission
has tentatively dropped a case
concerning a d equate treatment of minority groups in an
American h i story textbook
upon the assurance of the Battle Creek School Board that
the book won't be bought.
But, the Commission said,
the board must file a report
on whether an alternate textbook measures up to the guidelines set up under a State Civil
Rights Statute before the action will be dropped finally.
Edmond R. Morris, the father of an eighth grader in
Battle Creek, complained to
the Commission that the textbook, "Our America," didn't
live up to the law in its treatment of minority groups.
Mrs. Rita Scott, director of
the Commission's education division, submitted the text to
Dr. John Algham at the University of Michigan for an

Compact
'Custom portability
for easy
-

'Bleak Yule'
Urged Because
Of Slayings
COLUMBIA, S. C. — As an
expression of indignation and
reeentment over the failure of
public officials to take action
against the slayers of three
students on the campus of
South Carolina State College
last February, the State
NAACP has celled upon an
people of South Carolina who
share our burden to observe a
bleak Chriatmas and ojin us
in a no-buying ChriStints cam- 0
paign "

Deluxe
handle
carry
top

Telescoping
for
Dipole Antenna
VHF reception

(

HANDCRAFTED DEPENDABILITY
makes the big difference in Zenith 14"
SPECIALLY PRICED
Personal Portable Color TV
FOR
CHRISTMAS
The TRENT • 23504
Custom Compact Personal Portable Color TV featuring
102 sq. in, rectangular picture. All new handsomely
designed vinyl clad metal cabinet in Charcoal
Metallic color (23504C,) or in Silver-Brown color (Z35041.).

MAURICE

BEST YEAR YET TO GET THE BEST...

•

ZENITH/THE

KROGER PROUDLY PRESENTS TEEN TOWN SINGERS
W.D.I.A. SATURDAYS AT 10 A.M.

ER
CONGRATULATIONS
CE
ON D. BTA
646 E.DAVANT

yoHlLE

M

u will call Mrs Phillips ot
Kroger,
, 743-2630sto, 45
will
good for one book of top value sta,ps

SUCCESS STORY
A good example of teamwork...
these Church Members -pooled their Top
Value Stamps, some orn giving only
port of their stomps to the fund, and soon
they hod a beautiful new outdoor sign
for their Church, in West Memphis. Your
-Church or other group can do the some...
when members can work together toward
a common goal, giving their Top Value
Stamps for something big which the
group wants and needs. Contcct Top
Value Stamps, Zone Office at 1620
Union Avenue in Memphis, for complete
information on the Group Saving Plan!

4FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
1160 S. Bellevue at McLemore
OPEN
,

Nrilk.

HWY

Si SO

0„,, r ( ,/, r r

phone 946-753 1
,re I I .
( flOp• '

HANDCRAFTED TV

Your Dollar's Worth Morn When You Shop.The Stores. That Give Top Value Stamps!
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Look at Woolco's ilow Prices on These Famous Toys!

V.,‘-r.ur1;01i:tQZ-4=‘: r
Liverpool
Compact'.
drum set

ft
(1-17!•tih-d
r"S't
.:VA ti:OP•:•?'nV&.--Hame-Proof

•

7' Electrified
Scotch Pine

23

.1f.IZES
932-• 2'
934 4.
9C143• 6'
9.17- 7'(SI.Orww)

Giant Rugged Construction

Plastic Trucks
3 to choose from - stake, tow, and dump

reg. 19.97

• •

reg. 97e

1.7

39.97
Now, you can start your youngsters off with truly professional
equipment, at a price that's
unusually low! Includes: bass
drum, snare drum, torn torn,
cymbal, professional Mylar"
drum heads and many more
terrific features! By 'tonna'

1297

3/1.00

sale Price

•

I(imp. VIIIIII•
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ONE
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b.cro
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Dec. 2
anal
sled I
Hotel

WITH COUPON
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WOOLCO BONUS COUPON

Metal Stand Included
Standard long needle upswept tree. Medium
hard needles. Available in green (shown) and,
white. 110 permanently attached branches.

.4„
, 1, 00

-No-1

•

r'

•-• 1 MAMMA

R

Fi0-4116

A4N
410to

W4 MAT Tr,

50-Light

7.‘

**111011,01
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011 i 41001' Set

electioi
sealed
Thad:
a *al
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slIEW

11""el. rrhiil
(rMaker
Make (loners, monsters and many more
frightful things - decorations. Knit contains heating unit, molds, tray and book etc.

Illuminated

Illuminated

Santa Claus

Snowman

•

4.97

WOOLCO SALE PRICE

t‘ ‘1-

V117.74- COUPON
4.
.
Ydeisi
1
101
tn
ret
7

Green cord. Assorted, steady burning colors only: red,
blue, green, yellow. Six spare lamps packed with each set.
U.L. listed for outdoor or indoor use.

WOOLCO BONUS -COUPON'

25-Light

Outdoor St
reg.

5.97

497

Kenner's New

Spiroman
Sale Pric
3.97
reg. 5.97

All green 32": It. cord and sockets. Sockets on 15-inch
centers. Ai-:sorted colors in lamps - blue, red, green, orange and white.

WITH COUPON

8-Light

•Moi
.4•46.14,4/4

Window Set

ts.

PENN//NT

a uL

reg. 7.97
r e 4r.

WOOLCO BONUS COUPON

97

reg. 7.97

97

66e
U.L. Appro.. f'd.

Kcal
ircio
No. C67-1 - Stands 31" high. Traditional symbol of the Joyous Season, completely illuminated standing Santa Claus. Gaily decorated
with realistically sculptured facial
features.

No. C91-1 - Holding detachablebroom. Stands 32" high. Full,
round. White; with red and black
decoration and realistic broom.
Made of unbteakable plastic; for
indoor or outdoor use.
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%
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Small Wise Men Set
). lt;- 3-3 - Three Piece Set, illuminated. Contains leaning 1% t se Man 21" high, kneeling Wise Man 181
/
2
" high and
upright Wise Man 24" high. All figures with UL listed indoor or outdoor
t
ord and socket set (no bulbs).

•

Strange Change

19

Machine.

Small Nativity Set

Sale
reg. 8.97

No. N73-4 - Four Piece Set, Illuminated. Contains figures
of Christ Child 11" long, Mary.and Joseph 18" high, and
crib 12%" long. All figures with UL listed indoor or outdoor cord and socket set (no bulbs). Stable not included.

.44

Price4

WITH COUPON
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Southgate Store Only
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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11133 South Third St.
PHONE 948-3451
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Hitch n Switch
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Lane Alumnus e
Gets New Post
At Alma Mater
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Parents Should Give Pets Only
When Willing To Protect Them

ine
"di
Paete
talYli
"
ke people, but they
also need freedom to romp and
move about, or lie still as they
choose," the veterinarian added.
A reliable breeder or pet
&top owner will provide data
Christmas shopping for a ing to Dr. Thomas H. Buthns- time and effort and requires such` as when deworming
or
i
child who has everything, but ton, Fayetteville, president
of: careful consideration for the I inoculation by a veterinarian
needs someone—a living, re- the Tennessee Veterinary Medithe pet is to be
welfare of both recipient and took place.
Lane College, sponsive, adoring someone? cal Association.
An alumnus of
pet. What is the temperament,i shipped, it will be fccompaniA soft purry kitten or a haped by a health certificate and
O'Neal Goodrich, has been PY, tail-wagging
puppy. wait- But Dr. Bullington caution;,I of the owner; who and howl advice as to ‘,,nen the next
named Director ed College ing for a new master, can'"Children love animals. . .andi many compose the household;
are therealreadythpets; vaccination is due. If the pet
1Development at his alma mat. bring much joy to a family can love them to death. One and what is
the overall emo- is bought locally, a reputable
on Christmas morning, acCord- out of every three Christmas
dealer will allow the proser. The Detroit postal empets will die due to improper tional environment of the fu-1
pective owner to take the pet
ture
home.
ployee for 18 years was active
home tree tment. Parents
to a veterinarian for a physical
1
should only have Santa Dr. Bullington adds
in the postal union and the
that hous- and immunization before it has
Claus leave a pet under the ing space should be a
Postmaster's
major a chance to get exposed to
Equal' Opportree if they are willing to consideration when
disease.
choosing
tunities committee.
supervise its proper care and the size and breed of the pet
handling. And children who that will become part of
For his efforts , he received
the •
have the privilege of learning family.
We Cas.iliblitri Fe., Hemeownipra
certificates of merit from the
to be kind and assume responBow a
sibility, for the care of a pet A dog has boundless energy
LlitInes-tel•s-L oars
U. S. Treasury Department
can benefit greatly in charac- that should be channeled propand Lane College.
erly from the beginning. Exer- LEWIS REALTY COMPANY
PRINCETON, N. J. — Roy ter training."
U.Ttwells
cise should be at regular periIn his new post, Goodrich Wilkins, executive director
of The singular gift of a pet 'al ods each day
...
housebreaking
.9444890
will supervise public relations, the National Association for a multi-year investment
524-9203
and training should start imalumni affairs and student the Advancement of Colored
People, was honored here Dec.
placement.
10 by Princeton University's
In adddition, he will dircet a Ameircan Whig-Cliosophic Society, the oldest college debatfund raising campaign, initially ing and political group
in the
seeking 4.5 million dollars nation, with its annual James
Mississippi Blvd.
for building and equipping a Madison Award for Distinguished Public Service.
Say's It loud-I'm Black and Proud - Hustler's Discount Records is
new library, science lab and
The 67-year-old social welrecreation center.
fare executive received the
celebrating it's 2nd Anniversary by opening it's 2vd Memphis
A member of Alpha Phi Al- award before some 150 persons
at the annual Whig-Clio banStore at 1437 So. Bellevue.
pha Fraternity, he also served
quet marking the 203rd annias president of his local alum- versary of the Society's found,
There are now 2 big Hustler Discount Record Stores ie the Memphis
I ni chapter. Married, he is the ing. The presentation was made
by Robert L Hernandez '80, of
father of two daughters.
area to serve you better:
Toms River, N. J., retiring
1004 Mississippi Blvd.
president of the Society.
1437 South Bellevue
Recent recipients of thel
sward bearing the name of
During the big Birthday Sale, you can get any 45 RPM Record at
the country's fourth president.
a founding member of the
either store for only 77c All regular $3.59 LP Albums for just $299
Whig-Cliosophic Society in 1785,
Include the late Adlai E.
during the big sale. Special groups of LP's at just $1.99 to $2.69.
Stevenson '22, Norm an
A sealed envelope contains Carr of 1475 South Barksdale
Thomas
'05, U. S. Senator,
results of the "MissLe?,Ioyne-,She is a graduate of Hamilton
Hustler's Says- it Loud-I'm Black and Proud
Jan too
Claiborne Pell '40, Generali
Owen' contest and the namei High School and a member of
Maxwell D. Taylor, Associate!
of the winner will remain a! Delt a Sigma Theta Sorority
Supreme Court Justice Joh.til
secret until the envelope isl and the National Honor SoM. Harlan '20 and U. S. Sena.!
opened at the close of the col- ciety.
1437
BelvuS.
Blvd
tor Stuart Symington.
lege's annual coronation balll
Miss Turner is the daughschedule for Saturday night! ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley,
Dec. 21, in the King Cotton' W. Turner of 3476 Cypress
Hotel ballroom.
Road. She is a graduate of'
Two coeds competed for the Woodstock High School and
coveted title, Miss Brenda member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Foster, a 20-year-old junior, Sorority and the Student Chrisand Miss Katherine L. Turner, tian Fellowship.
a 21-year-old senior.
A campus-wide election was
Miss Foster is the daughter conducted last Wednesday by
O'NEAL GOODRICH
of Mr. and Mrs. Booker T.ithe Student Council,

Roy Wilkins
Gets Award For
Public Service

Hustler's Discount Records
lopit S.

ONE

TO WEAR CROWN
—One of these coeds will
be crowned 'Miss LeMoyne

—Owen'

Saturday
night,
Dec. 21, at the college's an.
anal coronation ball achednled for the King Cotten
Hotel ballroom. Results of
recent campus-wide
the
election art contained in a
sealed envelope. Left to
right: Miss Brenda Foster,
a junior, and Miss Kathe.
rine L Turner, a session

'Miss LeMoyne-Owen'
Selection Is Secret

Hustler's Discount Records

Only Ace Appliance Co.Offers You I
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-MA. Radius of the City Limits of Memphis,Tenn.
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Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washes or Dryer
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Got a traveling man on your list? Give him the Old Crow Traveler. BeautifUl.
Need a gift for the man who stays close to home? Give him the regular
Old Crow bottle. Beautiful. Either way, you're giving smooth, mellow
Old Crow, the world's most popular Bourbon. In fact, after 133 holidays,
you might say giving Old Crow's become a tradition.

Old Crow
workl's most popular Bourbon
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The Store that cares—about-OW,
001 OEM Wane
NEGRO COLLEGE FUND and brella, ROSE MARIE LONG.
the lucky winner who raises a battery lighted manicure
the highest amount 9f money set, ANNE C LEE, a leather
will be crowned at their "SAL check file, and ANNA CLARK.,
AFRICAIN" in the SKYWAY a set of flowered cocktail stirof the SHERATON-PEABODY
on Monday December 23. WILWe told you they were win
LIAM C. WEATHERS, Chair- ners all and guests ea
man of the UNCF Drive, away the—same prises in the
Elder BLAIR T. HUNT, long- same order as members were
time UNCF worker, DR. HOL- MARIE SMITH, DOT EVANS,
I LIS F. PRICE, President of ELMER MARDIS, EVEL'YN
LeMoyne-Owen College one of ROBERTSON, and LORthe UNCF colleges, and South- RAINE PHILLIPS.
students
University
western
Cleo's brother, FLOYD HARADOBOLI, from RISON was tending the bar in
ANTHONY
I Togo and IGNATI US Mc-' grand
style
and
NELLIE
ESSIEN from Nigeria will be COUNTS kept score
guests of honor. CHRISTINA, JEWEL (MRS. JAMES G.)
AJAYI a Memphis State stu- HULBERT e n tertained
the
dent from Nigeria has lent! LINKS, Inc., in her home and
By ERMA LEE LAWS
z..nd LEWIS LITTLE, DORIS,invaluable help in hints on everybody raved
over the turand GREENIE WALLS, and! clothing. She will be in D.C. key dinner which she cooked
her
"Black (Pees of bealu'Y' JEWEL and IVORY WALKER. spending the holidays with
herself.
then but given color to the
husband Steve, a student at
Memphis Links attending the
weal& Among other women Aw. fellas, you've done it
Lane College
meet were JULIA ATKINS,
then art royal and the fair- again!!! Tossed the swankiest
est". MARCUS GARVEY.
party of the season thus far. Co-Ettes are GWENDOLYN SALLIE BA?TH OLOMEW,
Winter
Sparkles. . .The Who're the culprit.
Why the WILLIAMSON, Presid ent; ALMA BOOTH, THELMA
RUBAIYATS have the jump SIKHS of Memphis of course. WENDOLYN CORLEY, Chair- COATES, LIL CAMPBELL.
HAYES,
MARION
o
wninte
Sranvir
BERTHA M. BLACK
taeindae
nrdianhda vine
o.
f , HELEN
lready
y. g
heRiBunAioRrA BoawrdEsT
W
Who
aptlyelsaet ctohueld pho
host
t.
paE ychTaomh; man of BtA
started Holiday Fun with their pagne dancing party so ele- Directors; KAREN CHAND-' GIBSON, RUTH LEWIS, MARGARET RIVERS, she's the
LEE.
the
way of the SHERATON-PEA-I PLACE? It was eusitively di- BROOKS, MELBA SORTER, president; JEWEL SPE1GHT,
WALKER, AU-1
BODY HOTEL t'other Friday; vine with the Peyton Place or- BEVERLY STEINBERG, ETH- HARRIETT
night. These gals presented,i chestra thundering the mad- EL SENGSTAC KE, DEBO- GUSTA C A S H, FRANCES;
an attractive array of beauty dest sounds added to the RAH NORTHCROSS, BRENDA HOOKS, KATIE WILLIAMS!
all decked out in sparkling friendly sound of popping dram- BATTS, CHARLOTTE BYNUM and MARIA P1NKSTON.
long gowns. Twas a scintillat- pagne corks plus a spread of and PAULA PINKSTON, As- ROSE BRANCH was guest-1
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Black of the 190-64 school year.
mg formal given by these hot and cold hors d'oeuvre sociates Membe r. And of ing from the Tougaloo. HELEN
Miss Black is presently a
New l'Ireed socialites. . .they're that would please the gods. course the hostess, TERESA, HOWARD had planned to fly Route 2, Box 232, Olive Branch
part of the young vibrant lov- , Sikhs suave in black tie When MISS ALLISON VANCE in from Chicago but her hus- Miss., have announced the en- member of the.faculty of East
ables who're fully aware of the were T H ADDEUS HORNE feted the PHYLLIS WHEAT- band, DR. T. M. R., took ill gagement of their daughter,! High School in Olive Branch.
black woman's role in our president with his WARLIESE, LEYS at the Sher aton- and ALINE CLARK had to Miss Bertha Mae Black, to Sgt. Reddick is a graduate
country are ever striving to PEDRO and WILDA RUTH Motor Inn she had member pick up and go on a trip with Staff Sergeant George Dewey of the former Rosenwald High
reach "the mountain' where SUARE Z, NATHANIEL and MRS. C L A RENCE
POPE her, Southern University Prexy Reddick, Jr., USA, of Fort School, now Semmes High
we will all attain full citizen- NOR,
School, in Holly Springs, Miss.,
JACKSON. HAROLD make her a turkey with stream- hubby, FELTON. She's invited Devens, Mass.
ship, The Rubaiyats provide and CLOVIA JEAN WILSON,1 ers bearing the club members Jewel to take a sojourn witth
Miss Black was graduated , and attended Mississippi Inthe transportation for blind HOWARD and MARY ROBERT- naiiies which they plucked for her to Africa this summer. from the East Side High School dustrial College.
NOW HEAR THIS . • . MAHA- in Olive Branch with honors.
adults to Basic Adult Educa- SON. TURNER and DELORES an exchange of Xmas gifts.
The wedding will take place
tion Classes in the Memphis GILMORE. HENRY
a nd Phyllis Wheatleys dining on, LIA • JACKSON'S Glori-Fried, While there she was selected on Christmas Day, Dec. 25, at
City Schools and will soon be CLORIC'E EXUNI. CHARLES the holiday turkey were MRS.! Chicken took command of the as "Miss Junior."
the New Halliburton Baptist
calling upon your support again and
M A R ION FLOWERS, CHARLES OGELSBY, MRS.! Soul Set with its festive
She received her bachelor's Church in Collierville, Tenn.,
with their benefit fashion show ALLEN
and
LOIS
HAR- A. W. WILLIS, MRS. B. JU- opening. Mahalia came down degree from the Mississippi at 2 p.m., with the pastor, the
Gala to keep abreast of the GRAVES. JIMMY AND JES- LIAN SMITH, MRS. W. W. from Chicago to lend her Industrial College at Holly Rev. R. H. Anthony, officiating.,
times, the theme will of SIE MAE MeNEELY. FRED GIBSON, MRS. FREDERICK A. golden voice to the auspicious Springs. During her senior
The bride-elect is a member
course be Afro-American and and ELMA JEAN SHACKLE- RIVERS, MRS. HARRY T.
year
she
reigned
as
football
of
the church and director of'
'
(See Page 11)
will feature Afro hair styles FORD. JAMES and HATTIE CASH, MRS. PETER
queen and was "Miss MI" for , its No. 1 choir.
M.
as well as clothing.
SWEARENGEN. JAMES and JONES, MRS. C. M. ROULMeanwhile back to the Sky- DAPHNE S W ILLING, ED- HAC, MRS. It- S. LEWIS,
way .here folks were kicking WARD and BERNICE FOW- MRS. 0. B. BRAITHWAITE
up their heels to the frolicking LER and DDRSEY and FAN- MISS MATTIE BELL, MISS1
tunes of the Trade Winds we NIE WEST.
ISABELL GREENLEE, MRS.'
saw
Rubaiyats
and
their CLUB MINUTES . . . Cute EMMA.CRITTENDEN, M R S.
mates. . .PEGGY and 11AR- TERESA SHACK E LFORD ANNABELLE ALLEYN E,i
PER BREWER, her gown was was the winsome hostess to the MRS. HENRIETTA CRAIGEN,
Concealing her happy expec- MEMPHIS CO-ETTES at the and MRS. CLARENCE POPE.
tancy. LORENE and ISOM LUAU t'other Saturday noon. CLEO JONES was the amiBUFORD. ANNE and A. C. Here this young group who've able hostess to the OLE ACBUFORD.. LA VO NIA
and long been on the case and do- QUAINTANCE bridge set reCLIFFORD DEBERRY. CLA- ing their own tning made their cently. Her sister in law,
RA, and SYLVESTER F 0 R D, way innumerable times around BLLYE
M 0 T L OW
aided
CAROLYN and STATE REP- the feast table. Teresa had her in ply;ng the guerts with
RESENTATIVE ELECT AL- conr•otcd the cutiest
place sumptious food and passing
VIN KING, GLORIA and WI.- cards. . scandle filled Xmas out gifts to each guest.
1,iishi WARD. BETTY and trees for each member.
Members s n a ring
prizes
ELBERT P t YNE. EMMA Co Die, are
winding up at bridge were LORETTA
fn tim
and COMMODORE PRIMOUS. h ft
UNITED CRUTCHER, a folding um (she has since given birth to
(')Mti10131,`RE cANTREI 1.
a
Jr.,); and HAZEL and NEt)
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
SIMS.
a
Rubaiyais
Other
reponsiO
ble for the evening's fun
were MARY RHODE fi
II
Eftective November 29 1965
with JOHN CLEAVES, BEVERLY SMITH. NORMA
Set or Sun SI 25
Sat Oper RAM to 6 P M
MlbIS escorted by LANGSTON
Sun °Pon $ AA IIP 2 P M
DAVIS, CLARA and
WILPARKER, ERDINE
LIAM
TRAVIS with JOHNNIE JOHN
SON, HELEN GREENE escorted
brother
by her
Baltic
3100
CHARLES GREENE, MATTIE

Duri,
495
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LEAN& MEW
SPARE
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5 LB BAG

Master Charge
gives you credit for
making a good buy
when you see it.
Smirnoff makes the party rock.
Talented Smirnoff. It bethinks orange juice.Snaps up holiday
punch. Adds brilliant sparkle to whatever's good to drink.
That's why the choicest holiday parties come in Smirnotf packages.
Smirnoff Vodka tempt you breathless.
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Teacher Will Be Wed
in Rites On Christmas

Baby needs
a new pair of shoes
and there's a marvelous
sale going on
but it won't
last till payday.
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Deltas To Celebrate
On 56th Anniversary

shrsonstsisps•salon ave.
simithland mall

During the month of Januaryl Memphis Alumnae President,
495 chapters of Delta Sigma has been invited to represent
Theta Sorority, the. will tale- the Memphis City School Sysbrate the founding of the( tern, as a panelist at the an45,000-member public service nual meeting of the AMER'.
sorority which was organized CAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIA-in 1913 at Howard University,, TION December 28 in N e w
Washington, DC
York City. Among those appear.
Members of the Memphis ing on the panel with Mrs.
Alumnae Chapter, the largest Crossley will be Lerone Ben.
of the 62 chapters of the Sou. nett, editor of Ebony Magathem Region, Alpha Upsilon sine, Larry Cuban, teacher,
(LeMoyne-t.hk en College), and Washington, D. C. and Dr.
EpsilonKappa ( Memphis State Charles
W e sley, chairman
University) are making plans Association for the Study of
forthe 56th anniversary to be Negro Life and History, who
celebrated with a public pro- will serve as moderator.
gram on Sunday, January 5, The discussion will be cen1969 at Ward Chapel AME tered around "Problems of
Church at South Parkway and Teaching Black History in .
Woodard Street.
America.
• • •
The Honorable Frankie
Muse Freeman, a member of Mrs. Mary W. Collier, teach-the U.S. Commission on Civil er of mathematics at Mel.
Rights, and a practicing at- rose High School, and a memtorney of St. Louis, Missouri, ber of the Social Action Coinwill be the guest of the chap-, mittee of Delta Sigma Theta,
ters on January t and 5. Corn- was recently elected to the
_missioner Freeman will comel Executive Board of the West
to Memphis in the capacity ,l Tennessee Education Associaof n a t ional president of tion. Mrs. Collier holds the
Delta Sigma Theta.
ot f ice of secretary of the
Tentative plans calls for a Memphis Area Conference of
press party in her honor on Teachers o f M a t hematics
Saturday, January 4 at the (MAC-0-TOM). She is a mem-'
Sheraton-Peabody Hotel, a tour, her of the Planning Committee
and the meeting with the pub- for the Memphis meeting ofl
lic on Sunday.
the National Council of Teach.
Mrs. Mose Yvonne Hooks, ers of Mathematics which
Founders Day chairman and will be held in November,
her committee, are working 1969. She will serve as chairclosely with the communtiy in man of the newsletter which
making plans for a' fruitful will he published at the end
program.
of each session of the confMrs. Mottle R. Crossley, erence.

fashio spociarists sizes
78 to 60 cad 161/2,to 32/
1
2

her favorite gift ..
lovely

nylon ensemble
11.00

special sizes 38 to 52
wonderfully feminine ... nylon trico:
gown and robe satisfies your craving
for daintiness with lavish trim of foe,
and embroidery ... a beautiful gift for
someone special...choose pink, blue
or maize.
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DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
UNION AVE. •
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SEEKING UNCF TITLE —
three coeds on the campus
of Lane College are aspiring to the title of "Miss
Pre-Alumni." The winner
will represent Lane Col-

lege in the national "Miss
UNCF" contest at the National Alumni Council of
the United Negro College
Fund to be held in New
Orleans in Feb. 1969. From

left are Misses Bernice
Graves, freshman, Detroit;
Sylvia Camille Long, a
Junior, and Bernita Benson, a senior, both of Jackson, Tenn.

C

•

Woman Is Reinstated
And Given Back Pay
• A charge of job discrimina- EEOC charging job discrimination based on race which the tion,
U. S.. Equal Employment Op- EEOC enforces Title VII of
portunity Commission investi- the 1964 Civil Rights Act that
gated and conciliated with the prohibits job discrimination
company involved has resulted based on race, color, religion,
in the payment of $1,500 to a sex or national origin.
female factory worker and re- An examination of company
instatement of employment. , records by a commission inAnnouncement that her em- vestigator failed to support a
ployee and the Commission company official's allegation
had arrived at a settlement that the woman had not been
satisfactory to all was model recalled because of unsatisfacby Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., tory yob performance.
portation costs of patients EEOC Chairman.
and on band to make the
A senior official of the firm,
GIFT FOR ST. JUDE —
to and from the Memphis
An employee of an elec- after reviewing the record,
presentation, from left, are
Carl B. Simmons, left, adresearch facility. The 14- tronics firm for two years, the' said he felt the woman had
ministrator for St. Jude
Mrs. Mary P. Taylor, presimember club raised the complainant was laid off with' been treated unfairly and condent; Mrs. Lucille Joyner,
Research Hospital for Chil•
money at a fashion show several other workers. When curred in the agreement subvice president; and Mrs.
drea, accepts a $100 contriduring its annual charity she learned that whites with sequently developed through
Myrtle Shaw. The funds
bution to the St. Jude Transfund-raising drive.
less seniority had been recall- EEOC conciliation with the
will be used to pay transportation Fund from the
ed, she filed a complaint with company.
Leath Social Service Club,
The case payment was made
to compensate the woman for
loss of income incurred by
not having been recalled earlier. The company said, howevr, that it was not an ad"Barefoot in the Park" is congratulations ,were offered Guild who presented the delgiht- Comfortable at last, a gently missior of violation of Title
absolutely tops in fun as it, the director, Dr. Thomas E. ful comedy, "Barefoot in the snowfall descends on him VII.
was presented by The Tennes- Poag and members of the Park" at Tennessee State Urn- through a broken glass in the
skylight.
see State Player's Guild andl Tennessee State Player's versity.
Neil Simon, author of "Come There is nothing spectacular
Blow, Your Horn" and "Lit- in the last act but the level,
tle Me.," is the author, and of humor sustains and the
established himself as the finale is ingenious enough
funniest writer around. He anybody. Paul is on the roof
f°r TO
has the multiple gifts of being and his wife begs him to come
presenting
the
SORORITY
for
characters
establish
his
down
able
to
and
Page
10)
promises to love him
(Continued from
Textbook Conference in con• as at least near plausible peo- forever.
autooccasion, and passed out
junction with the NAACP andl pie, and then provide them A realistic set was designed
graphed copies of her Christ- the TENNESSEE HUMAN RE- with enough hilarious lines and and constructed in the scenic
mas albums. There was quite' LATIONS COUNCIL Friday situations to make one forget laboratory under the usper- JACKSON, Miss — Mrs.
a stir created with all the
and Saturday on the campus that anything called a plot is vison of William D. Cox Jr., Doris Price, a private duty
tivities of opening . . . press of LeMoyne—Owen Colleg e.' necessary. Come to think of Miss Bettye J. Van Buren was nurse who is active in youth
party, open house for the publ SAM ETHRIDGE, A a s is t a n t. it, he doesn't even haye one. supervisor of cosmetics and work at First Baptist Church,
lic plus the collector items al- Executive Secretary for Hu- He just has funny people; make-up and James Brown, here, has been elected to the
National Baptist Board of Dibums.
man Relations of the National'funny people who are also at- sound effects engineer.
rectors.
came
Association
Education
tractive.
enterOfficiers of the black
Mrs. Price is director of the
prise are A. W. WILLIS, Chair- down from his Washington Dr. Poag has a darling
Citywide Young PeoBaptist
program.
girl named Vanita Pillow in
man of the Board, REV., office to keynote the
ples Union, state director of the
BISH.
JESSE
Homeboy
the role of "Corrier, who has
BENJAMIN L. HOOKS, PresiTennessee Baptist Missionary
Manager been married for six days to
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spectacular purchase sale!
luscious mink tail hats

8.90
Beautiful mink tail hats, exquisitely fashioned ... choose
from dyed black, pastel. grey. bleached white or ranch.
.Downtown Street Floor; also Oak Court and
Southland Mall.

Nurse Is Named
National

Baptist Board

Church To Stage
Chr:strnas Drama

Memphian In Chicago

WOPC Will Hold
Meeting This Friday

I SI OHL

•-•

'Barefoot In Park'

. Society Merry Go-Round

11(1,
,j \

j20ByMon Claire

INC.

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

SALE'
"SPECIALBUMAN
100 0/
/0

HAIR

SHORTIE i 195
WIG 1L
master charge
THE INTERBANN CARD

Hand made wig 38.95
Long Falls
39.95
LARGE WIGLETS $14.95

II ALSO SEE OUR SELECTIONS

.

OF AFRO WIGS $19.95
CURLEY STRETCH WIGS—$18.95

Convent lay away

I

Expert St ylInt $3 50

Bank America( d

9
6
8

